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Biology chairman's office ransacked
By Mina Botash
Over the weekend, vandal(s) entered the office of Dr. Frank Osborne, the chairman of the Biology
Department.
"I came into my office Monday
morni ng, and as soon as I saw the
contents of my draw on the floor I
knew there was someth ing
wrong," said Dr. Osborne.
Dr. O sborne's chai rs and posters were slashed with an exacto
kni fe; contents of the drawers were
emptied throughout the office, and
graffiti was drawn on the filing
cabinets. Nothing but a few alien
wrenches were taken from the of-

tice.
" It was unusual for someone to
break into an office and not take
anything of value or importance, "
said Dr. O sborne. "There were important papers, tests, and promotion documents that were left undisturbed ."
Apparently the vandal(s) had a
key to the side entrance to the office. There were no signs of forced
entry or fou l play. "There is no way
the office would have been left unlocked," said Dr. O sborne. Both
he and his secretary had checked
to see if the door was locked before
they left Friday evening.
The Campus Police were

notified sometime after 8:00 a.m.
Monday morni ng w hen Dr. O sborne discovered that his door was
unlocked . Armand Brilliante, director of facilities, was called to
check in on the situation . Dr. Osborne asked that the lock on his
door be cha nged, or that a dead
bolt be placed on the door, but
Bri ll iante refused .
It is unusual that someone
would have the key to the office of
a department chairman. W hen
asked if Dr. Osborne had any idea
why this would tiappen to him he
replied , " It may not have been that
they randomly chose that door, but
because I am chairman ."

Kean receives grants for humanities
By Ade-ldera

Dr. Osborne holds one of the posters destroyed by vandal(s).

Interview about
Oh, WhataLovely War
By George Schroepfer
Back in my salad days (not that
many moons ago), there was a
popular anti-war slogan: "What if
they gave a war and nobody
came?'' Well, suppose Kean gave
an anti-war show and everybody
came ?
As a matter of fact, Kean is presenting an anti-war show, Oh,
What a Lovely War, and everyone
·should come. A bitter, satirical
look at World War I, Oh, What a
Lovely War has haunting overtones for today's audience. Directed by Dr. Peggy Dunn of the
STM Department, Oh, What a
Lovely War reminds audiences
that war amounts te nothing more
than a great waste of I ife ~nd spirit.
The following interview with
·Dr. Dunn was condlilcted earlier
this week. Our conversation emphasized the importance of a production likethisatKeanCollege.
Q : Why did you decide to do
this play?
A : Even though the country is
not at war now, we want to remind
people about how idiotic war is.
World War I was the war to end all
wars. Wars have not ended.
Q : Since this production invol-

ves history, it cuts across the curriculum, doesn't it?
A: Yes, it does. It's an interesting
show for a college to do. It incorporates history, it certainly pertai ns to philosophy in its exi stential
view of human nature . . the surrea l style of the production should
appeal to Fine Arts majors. An interesting feature of the production
is that this is the first time two
schools
Education,
and
Humanities - are producing a pro-

In this issue:

gram. We also have the people
from the Peace Center involved
with the play. Finally, there's the
music. The songs are all period
songs from World War I.

Q : It's interesting that the songs
from that era are so different from
the songs that were popular during
the Vietnam era. I mean, you don 't
get anything like 'The Fish Cheer"
or "Sam Stone. "
A: Yes . . . there are so many
wonderfui songs from that period,
unlike Vietnam , where you have
no songs that put you in the same
sort of mood as those period songs.
What's interesting is wheF.1 you
hear those songs.and see our slides
from the First World War. The contrast effects you very much .
One of the interesting things
about these songs is the way that
soldiers were perceived. Soldiers
were 1-iked. Vietnam changed that;
in the 60's soldiers were not liked.
After the next war . . . who knows?

Kean College has received
$227,688 in federal and state
grants to fund a humanities based
core curriculum designed to foster
a broad, liberal arts education as
the foundation for specialized
studies.
Dr. Mary Lewis, acting dean of
the School of the Humanities and
Social and Administrative Sciences, said "The purpose of the
grant is to support the new general
education program which will go
into effect in September, 1985."
She further explained that the
money will be used to develop
new courses and a pilot project
which Is already underway.
According to Dr. Lewis,
$194,000 was awarded to Kean by
the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
An
additional
$50,000 will be awarded if Kean
can match that amount. About
$50,000 will be spent on seminars, films, and secretarial materials for the faculties use. Another
$18,046 will be used to pay the
faculty for their time in developing
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The Yale
Story

cognate fields . The new requirements are designed to
broaden the students' understanding of the world, increase
their skills in communication, in
·reading and comprehension , in
reasoning and computation .
The core courses will include a·
special programs component that
will consist of campus-wide lectures, panel discussions, films,
performances, exhibits and demonstrations. The component's aim
is to increase the students' intellectual growth.
Faculty members teaching the
courses will undergo training in
meth9Cl;; pf lll 41ti-disciDJinal)I
tNdfllff, which wnr~ ·appl1ed to
their advanced courses .
Dr. Lewis said that Thomas
Baggstrom, assistant treasurer of
Student Organization, and Marty
Manco, former president of the
senior class, contributed a lot of
energy to the realization of the
grants. "They were members of the
general education ~ommittee that
worked on curriculum reform and
the grant," Dr. Lewis said .

More computer programs developed
By Mark}. Brosnan

To meet today's demand that everyone become acquainted with
computer technology, a host of
new programs aimed at increasing
computer literacy has been developed'at Kean that will educate
both faculty and students.
In an interview last week, Wil- •
liam Vincenti, coordinator of Pro!
fessional Staff Services and a comWar depends on people. So
puter science instructor, agreed to
does peace . War stems from ignor- · discuss thi s trend .
ance, peace an intelligent percepVincenti sa id that in the last year
tion of history's mistakes. Oh,
What a Lovely War is a chance to .
learn a pai nless pai nful history lesson. Tickets are avai lable for all
perform ances, and can be purchased at the Box Office of the
Wilkins Theatre. Performances are
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 8:00
p.m., and Sunday at 3:00 p.m.
After seeing Oh, What a Lovely
War, perhaps you w ill feel as I do,
that literary magazines should get
all the money they need, and defense departments shou ld be
forced to have bake sales to pay for
their bombs.

·Emergency
phones
on campus

a world literature course.
The new general education requirements call for the total
number of credits in the requirements to increase to 52 credits
from the current 36. Eighteen of
those 52 credits will comprise the
core curriculum, which consists of
the following courses: Engli sh
composition, emergence of the
modern world, intellectual and
cultural traditions, inquiry and research, world literature, and science and technology in the modern world . The other 34 credits are
designed to meet the college's
.oewly defined goals for a general
education.
The Increase In the se,,entl education requirements stems from
the concern over two trends: the
previou·s reduction in the general
education requirements by American colleges and universities, and
students entering professional programs whose intensive curriculum
demanded that from one-half to
three-fourths of the degree requirements be narrowly focused on
their major and in closely related
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at least 45 microcomputers have • usefulness of the computer into the
classrooms through the faculty.
been installed in variqus departVincenfrbelieves that althaugh the
ments. The college has filled apcomputer may help students learn ·
proximately 700 seats in classes
more, it would be economically
that instruct in areas ranging from
unsound to•, automate education
beginner usage to complex programni fng. Vincenti also said that a through the use of CQITlputers and
that "n_
o thing could replace human
new class in the-use of Lotus 1-2-3interaction." .
, a spreadsheet and graphics software package, will begin next
The college is still in the process
month .
of
obtaining more microcomputers
The college's primary objective
is "computer assisted instruction," to even further assist professors in
or in other words, to integrate the educating future college students .

Interview/
James Karp :
Rock n' Roll
businessman

7

Album Review/
U2, The
Unforgettable
Fire
8
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Rou nd-up
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East Campus examines student groups
This week this column will
examine the Student Groups and
the Recreation Department at the
East Campus.
Student Groups. Currently there
are forty student groups who occupy office space at the East Campus. These groups consist of Greek
organizations, the three Student
Governments, funded groups and
service organizations.
Some of the most active groups
on the East Campus thus far this
semester include the Democrat
and Republican Clubs, who have
been quite busy preparing for the
Presidential election. Others include the Inter-Faith Ministries,
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship,
the Peace Club, Chiropractic
Cit•~, Chinese Student Association, Ski Club, Social Planning

Board, and the College Center
Board . Many fraternities and
sororities have utilized the many
meeting rooms and student
lounges the Easr Campus has to
offer, with meetings and small parties. The College Center Board will
hold its remaining organizational
meetings in _the East Campus
lounges this semester.
Tom O'Donnell, µ.rogram coors
dinator for the East Campus, is confident that by the 85-86 academic
year the East Campus will have
several varieties of programming
available such as pool disco parties, coffee houses, plays and small
concerts in the 650 seat East Campus Theatre. Current limited parking facilities hinder such programming this year, but an expanded
parking facility is planned for the
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spring semester.

Recreation Opportunities at the
East Campus . The Department of
Intramural Recreational Sports is
located in Room 122 of the East
Campus. Headed by Steve Cohen,
the director and Katie Karmel, the
assistant director, the Department
offers three programs : Informal
Recreation, Intramural Sports, and
Sports recreational facilities to
allow individuals to pursue an activity during their leisure time .
Housed at the East Campus is a
swimming _pool and gymnasium.
The hours are as follows:
Swimming Pool: 10 a.m.-9
p.m ., Monday-Thursday; l0a.m .6 p.m., Friday; Closed, Saturday
and Sunday.
Gymnasium : 12 p.m.-9 p.m .,

(Continued on page 3)

Information booth planned
How many students have been
intimidated by the size of the library and its classification system?
Probably just about everyone . This
is the main reason why the library
is planning to open an information
center.
Barbara Simpson, the library's
director, believes that some students don't use the library because

there is no help in sight when it is
needed . The information booth
would solve this problem.
Miss Simpson also said that she
believes in input from the students.
To provide for this a suggestion
box will be installed . The library
will be looking for help to run the .
booth. Contact Miss Simpson if
your interested.

Advisory Committee established ·
An advisory committee to the
Kean· College School of Education,
Technology and Related Professions has been established for
1984-85.
The advisory committee will first
review a draft proposal on a nontraditional route to teacher certification and also provide input on a
number of issues related to successful training programs in education .
Dr. Madelyn Healy of Kearny,
acting dean of the School, said that
recommendations of the commit-

tee, consisting of district arid
county superintendents, college
faculty and administrators and legislators, will be considered by the
School in making final revisions to
its proposal.
The proposal by the Kean College ETRP school will be submitted
to the State Department of Education which will determine if the
plan meets requirements for training provisional teachers, Healy
said . Input is also being provided
by college faculty and staff.

Lecture on disabled children
Helpi_ng parents to help their disabled children will be the topic 8
p.m. Nov. 19 when a nationallyrecognized authority on the learning disabled gives a free public lecture at Kean College of New Jersey.
Dr. Larry Silver, acting director
of the National Institute of Mental
Health, will be the speaker in the
O ' Meara
Auditorium,
J-100,
Hutchinson Hall. He formerly was
a professor of psychiatry, a professor of pediatrics, and chief of child
psychiatry at Rutgers Medical Center. He also was a consultant to the
Center School, Warren .
Silver's appearance at Kean College was arranged by Dr. David
Barnhart of Verona, an associate
professor of special education who
is coordinator of the teacher of the
handicapped program. Co-sponsor with the Kean College Depart-

ment of Special Education is the
Center School.
Silver's
recently
published
book, The Misunderstood Child: A

Guide for Parents of Learning Disabled Children will serve as the
basis for his talk .
Some of the issues Silver will
cover include the role of teachers
in helping parents become informed customers; problems presented by the learning disabled
child and how the child can be
helped; and how to help such children find success in their lives.
Silver has more than 15 years of
clinical and research experience in
learning disabilities. He has focused on psychosocial development and models of intervention
for the classroom teacher, special
educator, mental health professional and parents.

Taskforce holds open house

WIN A MUSTANG COBRA
USED IN THE FILM "STARMAN"
RULES AND REGULATIONS
No Purcheie Necenary

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

l

1. -Entr..,t mull be• lic•oM!d driver .
Callaall,la Plcta,ee
2. F ill out ~me and eddreu and r"Mi l 10 ST ARMAN SwttP51akes ,
P .0 . Box 3115 , Evan1ton . IL 60204 , rt0 later 1han 12/ 28/IM .
J. Drawing is void where prohtbitrd by law.
4. Winner Is rirspon1 ible for all ftdl'rat , 111te and local tun.
5. Winner will bl drawn m ■ rafldom drawing, January 11 , 1984. There will be no
STATE

SIGNATURE

Send to " ST ARMAN " SMepstekH
P.O . 80113115

Ev•nscon. IL 50204

zi,

1ub11itu1ion of prize .

6 . Thi1 1we«P5t1kes ii Opei'I 10 ■ ti students of the c()lleve in which the sWHpslakes
,s run . Employffs of Columbia P ictures ln®uries, Coca-Cola , CASS Commun i•
ca1ion1. Inc ., their egeocifl lf'd 1heir f1milie1 are 001 eligible .
7 . Winner wilt be required 10 oec.u11 1n affld.v it of eligibillly .
8. You can obtain nlfflt ol winner from CASS Communications. 1633 C1n1r1I ,
E¥¥11ton . IL 60201 . bv -i1ren request. encl01ing • setf•addn1ned , llamped
enwlOt)e.

The International Task Force
(ITF) of Kean College is com~
memorating its second anniversary
as a professional association on
campus with an Open House celebration for all interested faculty,
administrators, and international
students. The Wine & Cheese Party,
combining good global people
with good food and good multicultural music, will be held on
Wednesday, December 5, 1984,
between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., in the
Faculty Dining Room, Downs
Hall.
Refreshments will be served.
Middle Eastern Music & Dance
will be provided by John Valentine
and Bill Chaison. There will be no
charge at all for this international
experience.
ITF activities, since 1982, have
included the following : campus
conferences, seminars, and workshops on lnternationa,I Education;
travel learn programs; grant writing activities; internationalizing
the academic curriculum through
the module approach; the international living slide series, international career days, the international week festivities, the international students organization; and
the addition of new international
business as well as cross cultural
interdisciplinary courses to the
present curriculum. This association has been very busy over the
last two years, and now it is time to
recruit more individuals on campus sympathetic to the cause of

Global Education.

It is the intention of the Open
House to introduce the members
of ITF to a growing number of dedicated people on campus who are
interested in the International Education Environment at Kean College, and to show gratitude to the
faculty and administrators who
have participated with ITF over the
last few years.
The Officers of the International
Task Force for 1984-1985 are as
follows : Dr. Donald Wheeler,
chairperson, Sociology Dept. ; Dr.
Michael Helliwell, vice chairperson, Economics & Management
Science Dept. ; and Mae Hecht, recording secretary, Office of Continuing Education.
If there are any faculty, administrators, or international students at
Kean College interested in joining
ITF, please don't hesitate to get in
touch with Dr. Donald Wheeler at
Ext. 2635, or attend one of our
monthly meetings, or come to the

Open House.

Please Note:
In an article entitled Robert
Clary lectures at Kean, (Nov. 8),
the first sentence in the third paragraph read u _ • • work at a slave
labor camp at which anyone unable to meet the daily quota of 400
heels was executed ... " should
have read 4000 heels.

•
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Speak Out

By Laura Sosna

If you could ask Dr. Ruth Westheimer any question,
what would it be?

Beth Barbato
" Do you use contraceptives?"

••
I\'

,.

Jeff Markowitz
"What was your greatest sexual
experience?"

•

Rolando Cummins
"What do you enjoy most about
sex?"

Sue Hagan
"Are you speaking from experience or do you just read a lot?"

Greg lantosca
"Is it normal for me to have
yearnings to be with my pet frog?"

Mike Fetsko
" Do you have any advice for fu -ture sex educators?"
·

Ted Wallace
"What do you have to do to convince a girl that you love her?"

LO\.ations:
1 . Campus School West, Guard
House at Service Road. 2. Gym-

At seven specified areas on Kean

College campus are yellow
emergency telephones at key outdoor locations. These phones are
in a bright yellow box and have a
blue light above each box which
can be easily seen after dark. Also
located on the outside ot the phone
is a sign indicating: "Police
Emergency Public Use. " The yellow emergency phone is on a direct line to Campus Police Headquarters. By opening the box and
picking up the receiver, you will
be talking to your police headquarters. Never hesitate to use a yellow
eme~gency telephone. Note their
locations as you travel about the
campus.

nasium, Center of Building facing

3. Green House, facing
parking lot. 4. Willis Hall, facing
parking lot. 5. Downs Hall, facing
Vaughn Eames pathway. 6. Vaughn Eames, facing Vaughn Eames
parking lot by ramp. 7. Whiteman .
Hall, faciing Vaughn Eames path- ,
way.
Interior Emergency Phones
These phones are located inside
several of the key buildings. To use
these follow the same procedur-e as
outlined for exterior emergency
phones . These phones are located
at: 1. Bruce Hall Bl 15; 2. Bruce
Hall B215 ; 3. Science Building
Cl 55 ; 4 . Science Building C309 ;
5. Bruce Hall - Townsend Lobby,
fields .

----ATTENTION----..
PREMEDS!

WANT TO
ENTER A

U.S.
MEDICAL SCHOOL?
WE CAN ·
HELP YOU!
For infonnation write ofcall:

HEALtH CAREERS CONSULTANTS
(718)
147-15 70th Road
Flushing, N.Y. 11367

268-3508

East Campus-----(Continued from page 2)
Monday-Thursday; 12 p.m.-6
p.m .. Friday; Closed, Saturday
and Sunday.
The Sports Club Program is an
ever changing program . Sports
Clubs may be of a recreational, instructional and/or competitive nature. Sports Clubs are organized
primarily to provide opportunities
for interested students, faculty,
and staff to participate and develop
their skills in the specific activity.

The Karate Club is currently
functioning at the East Campus .
The Karate Club meets on Monday
and Wednesday evenings, 7:00-_
8:30 p.m . in EC-129 . No previous
experience is necessary and new·
members are always welcome.
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports anticipates significant growth in its programs and
the programs functioning at the
Bob Millan
East Campus . Currently, plans for
" She asks me for advice; I don't an exercise room to be housed at
ask her."
the East Campus are being de. veloped . The East Campus exer- ·
cise room will be solely for recreational purposes, thus allowing for
additional open hours. The Department of lntramural-Recrea- ·
tional Sports will outfit the room
with a variety of Nautilus equipment as well as Universal equipment, exercise bikes and free
Robert Randolph
weights.
"Why is it that between the ages
In addition to this, the Departof 18 and 26 a male is said to be at
his sexual peak? Does this mean
that after 26 I will no longer have
the great sex life that I have now?"

ment of Intramural-Recreational
Sports will conduct many of the
spring semester Intramural Sports
activities at the East Campus . Renovations, that will take place during the winter break, will make it
possible to conduct Intramural
Basketball at the East Campus. CoRec Softball is also slated to be
conducted at the East Campus.
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports will also move
more of the Sports Clubs to fun~tion at the East Campus. For example, the Slimnastics Club will function at the East Campus. Due to the
new exercise room, it is very likely
that a weight training club may
form and thus function at the East
Campus .
In conclusion, the Department
of Intramural-Recreational Sports
expects to have all programs function ing at the East Campus by the
Fall of 1985 semester.
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports invites all students, faculty and staff to participate in the various programs.
Should you have any questions or
suggestions, please fell free to stop
by the office, (Room 122, East
Campus) orcall 527-2229 .
Next week, a lot at the Senior
Citizen Center, located on your
East Campus.
For further information on your
East Campus and its activities, contact Andrea Abramson or Tom
O'Donnell at527-3017 .

CriJDe and you

Emergency phones on cam[Jus
By Det. Scott Kinnie
Yellow Emergency Phones
(Exterior)

Pagel

By Det. Scott Kinnie
State Campus Police
Investigation Unit

Hallway of the center for Human
Services.
Interior On-Campus Phones

The police suggest that since
crime is a reality, and anyone can
harm a victim, there are preventa-

These phones are located in the

tive measures and precautions that
you can take to minimize your

buildings listed below. To use
these phones to contact the police

dial 2233. These phones are located at: 1. Gym - Main Lobby;
2. College Center - Next to Information Counter; 3. Willis Hall Lobby at pay phones; 4. Vaughn
Eames - Lobby next to Gallery Office; 5. Science Bldg. - Across hall
from Room C145; 6. Campus
School South - Lobby left side;
7. Gym - Next to Room Cl 23;
8. Bruce Hall - Lobby at pay
phone; 9. Townsend Hall - To left
of switchboard; 10. Downs Hall Lobby right side; 11 . Student Act.
Bldg. - Inside Main Door right side.
Coin Operated Public Telephones
The public telephone at the
Kean College Campus are also
available for emergency use. For
emergency, use a coin if necessary, dial "O" and request that you
be connected with the Kean College Campus Police Department,
527-2233.
Private Phones
Dial 527-2233 or 2234 from a
Campus extention. The Campu s
Police Depa rtment is open twentyfour hours a day, every day of the
year.
To Assist When Calling
When reporting an emergency
to the Campus Police Headquarters, the procedure outlines below
will expedite the required assistance : Give your name and location ; Report why you are calling; If
a person is involved, note height,
weight, age, nationality, color of
hair, hair style, complexion , color
and type of clothing, hat, glasses,
moustache, beard, scars, etc .
Also, where person was last seen
and direction headed; If a vehicle
is involved, note make, model,
color, license plate number and
any distinguishing marks or damage. License plate numbers solve
many incidents. And, please remember to: Be calm and speak
slowly; Answer questions with
care; Obtain names and addresses
..of witnesses who may add to your
observations.

chances of becoming a victim . A
few measures can protect you ana,
your property:
If you are alone in your office
during the semester recess, or any
other time, lock your door.
If you are not at your desk, do
not leave your wallet or pocketbook in view . If you leave your
purse and effects in the office desk,
lock the drawer.
If you observe a person loitering
in the hallway, he or she may be
observing you . Call the Campus
Police and describe the person .
The police will question the person 's motives and purpose .
Do not invite strangers into your
office . Should a person unknown
to you ask to use your telephone,
you can be assured he or she may
be making every effort to locate
your wallet or purse .
Keep car doors locked whi le you
are driving. A cri minal can enter
your car at a stop sign or red light
if your door is unlocked, leaving
you open to attack. Locking car
doors while you are driving prevents thi s easy access.
Keep doors locked and windows
rolled up when your car is parked.
Most car thefts occur because the
driver failed to lock the car after
parking it, and believe it or not,
many people not only fail to lock
their car, but leave the key in the
ignition, an irresistable temptation
for a thief.
'
Check the back seat of your car
before getting in. Very often a
criminal will loiter hoping to spot
a woman driving alone. While the
woman is shopping, the criminal
gains access to her car, crouches
down behind the front seat and
waits for the victim to return . The
victim returns, drives away and becomes a hostage in their own car.
T-he best way to avoid this type of
attack is to simply glance into the
back seat before getting into the
car. Even if you lock your car,
check the back seat before getting
in. The criminal may have broken

in-despite your precautions.
If someone is following you, use
your horn and your head. If you
spot someone following you
home, it is better to drive to the
nearest police station, do not lead
the person to your home. \f you are

unaware that someone is following
you, and find a stranger pulling
into your driveway behind you,
use your horn. Blow your horn
loud and long. The noise may
scare the intruder off.
Fear of street crime keeps many
people pri soner in their own
home. But sooner or later, you
have to come out, and here are
some tips on how to avoid becoming a victim of a street crime.
Be observant. Know where you
ere at all times . Try to observe
people around you and a place
you can go to in a particu lar neighborhood if you are in trouble. Try
to avoid potentially dangerous
situations such as walking down
dark alleyways . Avoid walking too
close to darkened doorways or alleys, a criminal may be lurking.
Don't forget - crime happens during the day as well as at night. Do
not let your guard down during
daylight hours either. Avoid deserted areas no matter what time of
day or ni~ht it might be.
Hold your handbag close to
your body. Purse snatchers look
for the swi nging loosely carried
handbag. Clutch your bag tightly,
this makes it difficult for a criminal
to seize your handbag. Also, carry
the bag so that the clasp faces inward, further thwarting the criminal. When traveling on a bus or
train, be sure to hold your pocketbook tightly on your lap, so the
criminal cannot make a quick
pickup. ·
Be wary of strangers aski ng too
many personal questions. If a person you are chatting with starts
asking where you live, the hou rs of
your work, or other suspicious ·
questions, be alert . Know the circumstances . You are not required
to answer any of the questions .
Simply be general ; avoid specifics .
Remember, if you are the victim
of a crime, it is important that you
remember as many details about
your suspect as possible. It will
help Campus Police apprehend
the criminal.
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~~ ~· -Editorials

Letters

Let the students vote
Since the resignation of Joseph Hawley, Student Organization has had some difficulty deciding just who should
vote for the next vice-president.
At first, elections were to be general, which would allow
all students to vote for the candidate of their choice. Then,
at the Executi,ve Board meeting last Thursday, it was decided that only the Student Council would vote. Now,
they've changed their minds again . Tomorrow at the Student Council meeting in Downs Hall at 4 p.m ., the Council will decide once and for all just who will vote-Council
pr the students or both .
When President Patty Vazquez was asked why the
Board decided to switch the elections from general to
closed , she responded that they felt it would prevent the
election from being a popularity contest. Yet, this is weak ·
reasoning. Candidates can be just as popular among tbe
Council as they are among the student body. Restricting
the vote to the Council would only result in fewer people
voting for the more popular candidate. It wouldn't stop it
from being a popularity contest altogether.
There are other important factors that Student Organization is either ov~rlooking or is not giving serious consideration to. One is that Student Organization operates on students' fees. There's simply no way they can justify the possible decision of not giving the students a determining
voice in who will hold the second highest position within
the Organization . Another factor is that the Council's vote
would be more partisan than the students' simply because
they are an organization. And in this case two of the candidates are currently members of the Student Council. The
students wi 11 be able to vote more fairly.
But the most important factor is that Student Organization must not exempt itself from the democratic process .
Denying students the vote would deny the democratic process itself.

A new understanding
On Tuesday, November 20 from 1 to 5 p.m. in j-100,
a program entitled Images of the Disabled- Disabling Images wi II be held.
The most important part of the program will be held
from 1 :40-3:00 as a student panel, comprised of both disabled and able bodied students, will discuss their perceptions and experiences and will "dialogue" with th~ audience. The audience will learn what it's like to have a handicapping condition . The handicapped will speak on how
they are perceived by others, and what they don't like
about those perceptions. Others will speak on how they
perceive the handicapped, and will give reasons as to why
they hold those perceptions.
A lot will be said . After the program is over, a new un- ·
derstanding between all persons will have emerged. And
that is something that every study should want to take part
in .

"Seven Beauties"
To The Editor:

gram given by Prof. Sidney
An event took place on Tuesday, Krueger.
October 23, which, for those who
The film , in a way, was pretty
were there, will never be forgot- grisly and definitely powerful.
, ten . It was the showing in J-100 of Prof. Krueger and his discussants
Seven Beautities. The auditorium evidently understand that an eduwas almost ,full with people who ,, cational institution should eduhad heard about- the cultural pro- cate, and that's w hat is happening

A golden opportunity
To The Editor:
The college administration has a
golden opportunity to help make
our campus safer for everyone .
Due to the recent rape near campus, the brotherhood of Sigma
Beta Tau has offered their time and
energy to start up an escort service .'
The escort service would work 'in
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cooperation with the Campus
Police Department and would be a
voluntary organization open to all
who wish to join . But unfortunately, the administration will not
lift a finger to help get this worthwhile organization started.
The escort service would help
deter possible rapes and muggings

with the English Department's evident goal of reaching upward for
the public instead of stooping
down to give it what it "wants."
The next event in this cultural
program is Stolen Kisses, Tuesday,
November 27. I urge students to attend .
Sincerely,
Gertrude Levine

on campus. The service would escort those people who feel unsafe
crossing our campu s during the
evening hours.
The escort service could become a very usefu I and worthwhile
organ ization if given the support
needed from our administration .
Why wo □ ' t the adm inistration give
its support and make Kean College
a safer place?
Paul Novembre
brother of Sigma Beta Tau

been restored, our defense is
stronger, our nation is great again ,
and most important of all , the
ponent " Fightin' Fritz" Mondale American people are more united
barely managed to ·.vin his own
than ever before .
We thank President Reagan fo r
home state of Minnesota.
This proves once and for all that bringing back pride and patriotism
Americans bel ieve in the leader- to all Americans and for restoring
ship of President Reagan . Since he - the true spirit of America!
has taken office our powerful ecoGary Messano
College Republicans
nomy is back, millions of jobs have

Still the champ
At last the long awaited , long
talked about election is finally
over. As expected , Preside11t
Reagan easily defeated his Democratic challenger Walter Mondale.
It w as an almost perfect victory
for the President as he swept the
votes of forty-nine states . His op-

Our responsibility
To The Editor:
As a Special Education major, I
have been told by many people
that Kean College is great for the
Special Education major because
this college has many resources
available for the handicapped. I
have learned through my major
classes about PL 94-142, which
mandates that all handicapped between the ages of 3 years and 21
years are guaranteed a free, appro-

priate public education, and about
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act, which mandates that all public instititutions who receive federal funding through the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare make their programs accessible to the handicapped .
This brings to mind a question:
Isn't Kean College a public institution? Well, if it is, why then isn't
Kean accessible to t~e handicap-

No excuse for reconsideration
To The Editor:

In response to the editorial Voter
education (Nov. 8), when dealing
with a government that supported
Adolph Hitler in WW II and patterns itself after that regime, how
much voter education does a student representative need? Do we
have to educate voters on the evils
of Hitler?
What is happening in South Africa is a modern day holocaust.
The South African Government
does not represent anything our
constitution stands for. If we truly
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love democracy at home we
should love it abroad . We've already taken action in Central
America and Poland, now it's
South Africa's turn to feel the wrath
of American democracy.
Let's not delude ourselves and
try to whitewash the South Africa
issue. "Each dollar of investments
cements another brick into the
wall of apartheid, " said Desmond
Tutu , 1984 Nobel Peace Prize
winner. We must not have any
dealings with them, whether it's in
the form of business ventures,

Peoples' events
To The Editor:
In reading the school newspaper
one would think that no people of
color attend this school. It's downright saddening looking at the Independent.

'

November 1 marked Black Solidarity Day, one of the most significant days in the year for black
people of Afri can descent and for
one of our largest special interest
funded groups, the Black Student
Union . Not even a column inch of
copy went into the paper mentioning it.
I cannot speak for the Black Student Union because I am an Executive Board member of Student Organization, Inc. However, in such
a capacity I can speak on what I
perceive is the corporation's interest.
Neglecting la~ge portions of the
college's full -time student body is

ped? Maybe it is time that WE (the
Kean College community) come
out of the "Dark Ages" and be
aware of the handicaps' limitations.
. We must find ways to improve our
campus in order to do away with
these limitations. The handicapped are people too. Isn't it about
time that we start to treat them as
such? Isn't it about time that we become responsible for giving everyone an equal opportunity to educate themselves?
Teacher

of

Marianne Defronzo
the Handicapped
major

sports, or cultural exchange. All of
these things strengthen that repul sive regime.
I attended both meetings when
the resolution for disengagement
with South Africa came up. I received a copy of all the materials,
which the council -'members did,
and there was no excuse under the
sun for the resolution to be reconsidered. The reconsideration to me
represented a lack of commitment
to addressing the problem in South
Africa .
Peace,
Vincent L. Stallings
' Editor-in-Chief

Third World Journal
that the Indy will make a drastic
turn around in the near future. As
an Executive Board member I am
asking that you do a better job covering Puerto Rican Discovery Day
and Kwanza, plus have more pictures of these activities .

in no way in the interest of Student
Org. If I was a full-time black student at Kean , which I am, I would
be thoroughly "too thru" w ith the Your Humble Representative
Independent and its lack of coverIn Student Solidarity
C.N.M. Coggins Ill
age of black events. One article a
month in the paper doesn' t amount
assist. dir. NSA Office
to much.
What makes it even worse is the
Editor's note: It should be
fact that the neglect doesn't just known that it is the funded groups'
stop wi th blacks . It includes His- responsibil ity to inform the Independent about events that are takpanics, Indians, Orientals, and
other non-w hite peoples. W hile I ing place in conjunction with thei r
am clearly incapable of speaking groups, since it is nearly impos: ifor all people of color, on a scale - ble for us to know w hat every
of one to ten the Indy ranks a low group is doing. The Independent
one and a half when it comes to
needs at least a week' s notice to
ensure that a reporter can attend
coverage of those peoples' events.
It is a a shame when a publica- -the event. As far as we know, no
one from the Black Student Union
tion that receives no funding from
Student Organization, The Third asked us to cover Black Solidarity
Day . We would have gladly
World Journal, addresses the
needs of the entire Kean College covered it had we been asked to do
community . It is my sincere hope so.
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The Yale story
By Manny Cantor
More than
430 students,
teachers and union members were
arrested in New Haven on October
26 during a peaceful demonstration in support of striking clerical
and technical workers at Yale University. About 1,000 others,
mostly students, watched the protest action . These developments
around questions of union organizati,on merit close attention on

every college campus.
~fforts to organize the clerical
workers at Yale go back to 1968.
The workers voted down the union
in 1971 and 1977. In November
1980 Local 34 of the Federation of
University Employees began a very
skillful, rank-and-file based organizing drive which culminated
in May, 1983 with a narrow .victory for the union in the election for
a bargaining unit. An interesting
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ity [of education at Yale] has dedetail is the fact that union leader,
John W . Wilhelm, is a Yale clined," he said. "The core of acgraduate, and Jack Golodner, di,, tivity, which is teaching and learning, has not stopped ... and as
rector of the AFL-CIO Department
for Professional Employees, is a long as students and teachers and
books and_labs exist and they're
graduate of Yale Law School .
The Yale administration first reopening and functioning, that's
sisted the workers' demand for a what education is."
contract, but one was signed last
The union has proposed binding
April. The three-year agreement arbitration . The university has rewas unusual in that it settled many jected this, claiming it cannot
non-economic issues and left the allow a third party to make univermoney issue for further negotiasity decisions.
Student and press reaction give
tion, thus avoiding a strike at that ·
time. Among the terms agreed
lie to Giamotti 's attempt to gloss
upon was a promotion and transfer over the situation. Dining halls are
policy, a procedure for binding closed . Garbage has piled up. The
library closes early, and many proneutral review of disputes over job
clescriptions and classifications,
fesors and students honor picket
lines so many classes have moved
grievance procedure and clauses
on health and safety .
off-campus to any site available,
Eight-two percent of the union
however uncomfortable. Lectures
members are women. The average
by visiting celebrities have been
salary is $13,473. The union decancelled. Materials cannot be
mand was for a 40 percent inprepared for class. Films are not
crease over three years plus partial
screened . Research is difficult if
cost of living raises. The university
not impossible, and the atmosoffered 24 percent over three
phere, according to a letter to the
years, claiming it ws all it could afN. Y. Times signed by 33 students,
ford . The union rejected that offer,
is "poison~ by fear and mistrust."
alleging it would not pay the
Student reaction
women, particularly, what their
A pro-union organization, Stutalent and education demand. On
dents for a Negotiated Settlement,
September 26 the strike began .
has been formed. One leader said,
Amost all of the university's 950
"People are tired of being labeled
full-time and 350 student service
the apathetic generation. There is a
and maintenance workers, who
sense that we are reclaiming someare unionized, have refused to
thing. I don't know what you call
cross the picket lines of the 1600
it- a sense of honesty, principles,
clerical workers.
ideals. There was this id~,r that it
In an interview on Oct. 11 , A.
was O.K. to pay lip service to
Bartlett Giamotti, the president of
ideals without believing in them .
Yale, minimized the impact of the
Now, we feel you have to act on
strike. "I don't think the basic qualyour beliefs ."

Another group, Students for a
Principled Discussion, is libertarian in character, neither antiunion nor pro-administration. A
leader describes himself as a
"freemarketeer," which he says, is
someone who believes individual
rights are inviolable.
A damage suit for $2 million for
every week of the strike has been
filed by 102 students who claim
Yale breached its agreement with
students who "have suffered and
continue to suffer on account of
failure to deliver educational, custodial and dining hall services."
The money would be distributed
among
Yale's
approximately.
10,000 students. " No longer will
Yale make students pay for its unreasonable bargaining position,"
said a law-student who helped
draft the suit. "Yale will have to
_make a choice, the same choice
that other strikers make: Either
negotiate or lose money for every
day a strike goes on."
The Yale story is important because the labor movement over the
years has seldom tried to organize
women clerical workers. The few
attempts were not successful. The
Yale model of good organizing,
and a break-through on a contract,
if capped by a victory in the strike,
could be a great stimulus to similar
drives on other big and small college and universities.
The other interesting question :
Does the high degree of student involvement and activism at Yale
point to a more concerned , more
caring, more humane mood in ferment on college campuses?

The sophisticated pledge
By Nanette Strehl
Last week marked hel I week, the
time when those who wish to join
a fraternity or sorority must prove
themselves worthy to those who
have already done so.
Just
entering
the
student
cafeteria last week wasn't easy, as
most of the groups were situated
right near the cafeteria's entrance.
After edging your way in, one had
to zig-zag through what looked
like firing squad line-ups; students
stood stern faced, erect, often
flinching from the thought of what

abuse they would be subjected to
next. Others were confined to the
floor, engaged in some vigorous
activity. A spectator not only had
to zig-zag, but also had to hop as
well .
The spectacle wouldn't be nearly as bothersome if the mouths of
those who were participating were
zipped shut. Surely, it really wasn't
the congestion that was annoying;
it was the fact that those pledging
were expected to break the sound
barrier while doing so. What's
even more repugnant than the volume are the words, phrases, or

songs that are used. These would
be fine if the pledging took place
where no one else had to hear it.
But since it's hard to avoid it,
perhaps the pledging process
should undergo some changes.
How about making the pledging
process an art. Why not make
those pledges recite Shakespeare,
a- task that would surely make
many more embarrassed by its
sheer difficulty. Besides, one
would have a better chance of
being accepted
since
most
wouldn't know whether you were
reciting Shakespeare or one of his

contemporaries.
If many are frowning at this suggestion it's only because they don't
realize that others are stuffing their
ears with anything from cotton to
their own fingers in their desire for
peace in the College Center.
One warm-hearted female student said last week "that bitch
hasn't seen anything yet. Wait 'til
I finish with her. I want to see her
in tears." The sophisticated approach to pledging would do away
with such malicious remarks. Instead, this warm-heartec:j student
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could be saying something like,
"her recitation of that soliloquy
moved me to tears."

Of course, one could do something else besides recite Shakespeare . The possibilities are endless. How about tap or break dancing? Juggling? Or trying to balance
a pile of books on one's head?
These would entertain everyone
and would help the pocketbook
since aspirin would no longer be
needed. They would also alleviate
the hell that everyone goes through
during hell week .
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Thoughts on
choosing a career
from the CP &P office

'
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Probably one of the most important decisions a person makes in
life is choosing a job or career! Important because it determines your
future lifestyle. If money, flexible
work schedule, working independently, prestige, helping people,
and being a decision-maker seem
important to you, it may be necessary for you to choose a career that
will address these needs.
So often, individuals, particularly traditional college age students, choose a major or program
of study without much thought.
While most college students attend
college to prepare for a career,
they rarely check out the job possibi Iities related to a particular
major especially if they select a
Liberal Arts or non-career oriented
major. Even students majoring in
very specialized programs such as
Medical Technology, Computer

Research·rooID break-in Inay
be linked to Dougall vandalisID
the acid that had been spilled the
previous day.

Science, Visual Communications,
etc. may be in doubt as to what
they really want to do.
Any good decision is based on
sound information. Good career
decision-making should be based
on sound and current information .
Information concerning you (your
interests, abilities, needs, values,
etc .) and the external work world;
available jobs (Directory of Occupational Titles lists over 3,000 job
descriptions), job market trends,
knowledge of employers, (private,
government agency, products, services, large corporations, small
companies, free lance, etc.).
This type of information can be
gathered through reading, research, part-time jobs, volunteer
experience, extra-curricular activites and job exploration interviews.

Happy Turkey Day

Sulphuric acid eats away at the tables in Dougall Hall.
By Mina Botash
On Monday morning Kevin
· Malazzo, lab technician for the
Biology Department, walked into

the r€search room to find the door
ajar and sulphuric acid all over the
counters and floor. "I came to get
Petrie dishes but the door was already open," said Malazzo.
The door is always kept locked
and no sign of forced entry was
noticeable. It is suspected that the
intruder had a pass key . Nothing in
the research room was taken or
disturbed except for the acid, there
were expensive microscopes that
were not stolen.
On Tuesday, Sgt. Davis, of the
Campus Police, entered the Biology Department with a container
similar to the jar that contained the
acid in the research room. Dr.
Frank Osborne identified the container as the same type that held

The bottle was found near the
dorms and it was later discovered
that it was used to vandalize some
of the equipment in Dougall Hall.
The acid was poured into vending
machines and spilled onto pool tables and desks .
Sulphuric acid is a clear waterlike substance that eats away at
paper, wood and other materials.
It is extremely dangerous if it
comes in contact with eyes or skin .
According to Kevin Malazzo, sulphuric acid is hardly used in the
Biology Department. In order to
rid the surface of the acid it must be
thoroughly neutralized.
When the acid came in contact
with the vending machines it tripped the switch causing the coin to
come back, therefore releasing
free food or soda. The pool table
surface was also eaten away by the
acid, as well as the floor tiles.
According to Paul Fadool,
supervisor of the game room, the
incident must have occurred
sometime between 6:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday morning. "I
put away all the equipment and
locked them up by 6: 15" said
Fadool. One plastic pool table
cover was reported missi ng. Four
machines, two pool tables and a
desk and chair were affected by the
acid.
·
The Biology Department still is
not certain whether the acid used
in the Dougall incident is the same
that was spilled on Monday morning.
-,,~

PEOPLExpress holds presentations and
·
interviews eve,y Saturdav for
RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATES
SOPHOMORES... JUNIORS...
SENIORS.. .GRAD STUDENTS
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'll be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate
scheduling and price information-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.
You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and you will have a
flexible work schedule that fits in with your classes.

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
• $5.00 an hour to start-with regularly
scheduled raises
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:
• Minimum of 4 hours per day
• Minimum of 20 hours per week
• Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate-and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.

PRESENTATIONS AND INTERVIEWS ARE HELD EVERY SATURDAY AT
9:45 a.m., AT PEOPLExpress, International Plaza Building, Fourth Floor,
Routes 1 & 9 South, Newark, NJ. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
AT PEOPLEXPRESS. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO
THE INTERVIEW.
Equal Opportunity Employer MtF

PE01'4~,ress
FLYSMART

Suphuric acid was used to get free food from this vending machine.
The results are shown on the tile underneath.

Veterans Day services
A group of part-time students
gathered to honor Veterans on Friday, November 9 in the Browsing
room, Student Activities Building.
Lou Benedict, World War II veteran, opened the ceremony with a.
brief history of Veterans Day . Witr.
tbe end of World War I, on
November 11, 19818, Congress
passed a bill creating a holiday that
would honor military personnel.
After World War II, the Korean
Conflict, and the Vietnam War, the
holiday was changed to honor all
Veterans of all wars, stated Benedict.
Veteran Tom Brescia spoke on

the si gnificance of Veterans Day.
He stated that Veterans Day can
never be a holiday as long as
people are still losing their lives in
the Peacekeeping Actions occurring in the world today. He ended
with the "hope that someday Veterans Day will truly become a day
of remembrance and a holiday."
Joan McCann, president of the
Counc_il for Part-Time Students,
concluded the ceremony by the
Monument honoring Vietnam Vet- .
erans that ·is outside the College
Center Building. Flowers were laid
there in a final tribute to all veterans.
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Arts and Entertainment
INTERVIEW/ James Karp: Rock 'n roll businessman
By Joan Mc Nally
James Karp is the manager for
Kraut, an U f) and coming rock and
roll band. If you haven't heard of
· them already, Mr. Karp will make
sure that you soon will.
Kraut has played with such
bands as the Clash, the Ramones
and the Psychedelic Furs. Steve
Jones of the Sex Pistols played on
their first album (Adjustment to Society) and their second album,
Whettings, is due to be released
Nov. 15. Kraut, comprised of
Doug Holland, Donny Cowan,
Johnny Feedback, and fronted by
Davie Gunner, has also released
two videos. Look for Slow Down
onMTV.
Working a full time job and
managing a band, however, is not
easy. Karp ended up in a hospital
this past January after losing 50 lbs.
and was found to have infections
all over his body. Still, at 2 7, James
Karp wants no family, no kids and
insists that "Music is my life. "
Q: How did you get into managing bands?
James: I th ink I was about 17
when I started fooling around with
music. I was a heavy music head
with records and reading about
bands . .. all my friend s were in
bands . .. or in some kind of arts.
I was going to Union County Tech
for commercial art, but then I got to
the point whereas I didn 't ·want to
part with any of my paintings. So
41,en I learned how to play the bass
around 1977 when punk first hit
and joined a band called The Public. We used to play punk music
. .. real Pistolish stuff. I used to
love to get out on the stage and
thrash . I liked-to crawl around the
stage, playing on my back, playing
on my knees, going out into the audience and sneering in their faces.
I could go out and spill my guts all
over the place and go crazy and
have nobody care about it. Then
after about two years we started
having practicing hassles and differences within the band and .so we
broke up. But I made a lot of contacts by being with them. After

that, I j ust laid back for a w hile ...
kept goi ng to shows, checking out
w hat was goi ng on in Philly, dating
girl s more and worki ng at a regular
job . . . I'm a master inspector for
National Tool and Manufacture in
Kenilworth. The job sucks, but it's
good money . . . they put up with
me and I put up with them . Then I
ran into Detention at one of their
fi rst real gigs in Boonton . I knew a
lot of people so Detention asked
me to work fo r them .. . if I got
them gigs, I'd get 20% of the cut,
so sure, I could take that. They
were doing pretty good for a while
after they released their single,
Dead Rock 'n' Rollers. I had them
opening for The Joneses, Bush Tetras, TSOL , The Fall .. . all national acts .
Q: How do you go about getting
bookings for a band?
James: I'd just call a club up and
I'd send them a tape of something
the band recorded . With Dentention , at that time, it was pretty
easy, because they were on all the
South Jersey playlists .
Q: How come there seems to be
such a big hard core scene around
the New Brunswick area?
James: Because around two
years ago I went into Patrix in New
Brunswick with hard core and they
said no. Then we got The Joneses
and TMA in and it was a blast - it
was a big night. Then I got a couple
of other bands in there and after
one of the shows they called me up
and said, "Hey, look, Karp, how
many bands do you know, who
can you get, and how fast can you
set it up? We' ll give you every
Tuesday night of every week." So
I started-out with the local boys, the
bands that I know that needed a
place to play like Bedlam, Black
Sambo, AOT . . . Now I only do
the big shows for Patrix. Sometimes I'll screen bands for them,
too - tell them if they're any good
or not. Also, some hard core bands
will wreck a club. One N.J. band
that will remain nameless is into
thrashing out a place, doing
$3 ,000-$4,000 worth of damage

and never play there again . Their
theory is to raise havoc and hell
and be remembered. They played•
everywhere once. But I'm more
concerned w ith Kraut.
Q: How did you start working
w ith Kraut?
James: A couple of years ago I
ran into them and talked to ·them
about booking them at Patrix.
Then afterwards I told them if I
came up w ith anyth ing else I'd give
them a buzz. So I booked them a
few more times and became
friends w ith.them and told them I
was interested in work ing w ith a
band on the management end and
getting bookings for them. So they
said fine . Since then I've booked
them all across the country.
They' re easy to book 'cause everybody knows them.
Q: How do you settle on a price
for a gig at a club ?
James: You ask the band what
they want. Then you double it and
work your way down from there
with a club . You bargain with the
club. For instance, I've had places
where Kraut wanted a $500 minimum to play, so I'd ask the place
for $1,000 and let them chew me
down to $800. We' re still not making much of a profit, though, because there are so many expenses .
You put on a show and you have to
pay the roadies, the sound people,
rent out a van and a driver, and
then if the place is really far, you
need a hotel room . It adds up. You
also need advertising and promotion 'so people know who you are
and where you're playing. We use
flyers, newspapers, magazines,
and especially radio. When we
play in this area Jget FMU to pump
it, KNJtopumpit, WHN , PRB, . ..
Q: What are your plans for Kraut
now?
James: Well, we' ve gotten press
from all over the country. For the
future I want to get their third
album off IRS and get m·ajor TV
play . . . More advertising .. .
Making T-shirts is advertising . . .
people walking around with your
name on their chests. I want to get

•

James Karp, manager for up and coming rock and roll band, Kraut.

them into the public eye. I have ical. But commercial is where the
someone setting up a cover spread money is. How are you going to
of Kraut in a Boston rock get the big money without getting
magazine. I want to get them into commercial?
Creem . . . national press. With
James: There's a thing called
the new album coming out people selling out and there's a thing
are going to get blasted with us and called doing what you want to do.
eventually they' re going to break Kraut doesn't let the record comdown, and come to see us, and like panies tell them what to do. They
us. That's how you get an audi- dowhattheywanttodo.
ence. Theonlywayyou'regoingto - Q: Doyouplantomakeacareer
work in a clul:i situation is if you outofmanagingKraut?
have drawing power. Why should
James: Absolutely. I want to do
you have a band in your club if managing and promotion for them
they don't bring people in to drink? . .. setting up tours, scheduling
The name of the game is booze. _ interviews . . . I want to quit my
That's how it works. The other half regular job and do this full time.
is record sales. You have to be able Even if it's for less money, I don't
to draw. It all works on draw and care . . . because I love it.
money.
Q: There's a lot of pressure on
Editor's Note: Kraut will be apbands like Kraut not to go commer- · pearing at Danceteria on Nov. 20. _

Tickets on sale for

Oh, WhatALovelyWar

Maimouna Keita School
& The New Ark School
present

First Annual Afrikan Festival
at

KUPIGANA NGUMI CENTER
30 Central Avenue (Comer of Halsey)
Newark, New Jersey

Afrikan Music* Dance* Drum*
Suprise Raffle* Food* Jewelry* Clothes
performance b y

Maimouna Keita Afrikan
Dance Class
Sunday, November 11, 1984
3 :00p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Donation: $2.00 Adults *.Children $1.00

Kean College of New JerSl?y students rehearse a scene from musical comedy, Oh What a Lovely War,
to open at 8 p.m. Nov. 15 in the Wilkins Theatre on the Union, NJ campus. Other performances will be
8p.m. Nov. l~and 17 and 3 p.m. Nov. 18. Tickets at box office (527-2337) are$5.

Kean College students rehearse
scene from musical comedy, Oh
· What a Lovely War, to open at 8
p.m. Nov. 15 in the Wilkins
Theatre on the Union, N .J. campus. Other performances will be 8 '
p:m. Nov. 16 and 17 and 3 p.m .

bara Illiano of Elizabeth; (second
row from left) Velina Spearman of
Roselle and Rodney Belle of
Subscription to ·this play and Westfield; (third row from left)
March and May play~ is .$9. Stu- . Sharon Gawlowski and Philip
dents are : (first row from left) Kevin Duffy, both of Elizabeth.
MacNamara of Roselle ctnd Bar-

Nov. 18. Tickets at box office
(527-2337) are $5 .

I.

Directions from New York:
Bus: Take 25 or 1 to Broad and Market Streets then take 24 to
Central Ave. & Halsey St.
Car: Brookyn - Holland Tunnel to Newark exit right on to
Raymond Blvd. to Washington St. tum right to Central Ave. tuIJl'
right to Halsey (one block) & Central Ave.
Manhattan - Lincoln Tunnel to Turnpike South Exit 15E
(Newark sign) Raymond, Blvd. to Washington St tum right to
Central Ave. tum right to Halsey St. & Central Ave.
For More-Info Call: (212) 455-7136 or(201) 6244890

Vendors Welcome, CaH Above Number For Info
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ALBUMS/The Unforgettable Fire-----------By David Wuethrich
there are not breakneck speed rocAfter three studio efforts and one kers on the album like / Will Follive album, U2 has been able to low or Two Hearts Beat As One,
maintain a good level of consis- but the album has a cohesive feel
tency in their music. With the suc- to it. It would be better to term the
cess of War it was feared U2 would album as "melodic." The mood of
go the way of all commercial pop album harkens back to U2 's secgroups. But with the release of Un- ond album, October. Where the
forgettable Fire, _it seems the band album War seemed to jump back
is not compromising their music to and forth, The Unforgettable Fire
get good sales. If- the album be- · maintains a fairly steady level of
comes a mega-hit it will be due to mood and feeling. The songs on
the band's ability to make good the album appeal more to the heart
music, and not due to some pop than to the head.
device.
The opening song, A Sort of
Some may6 call The UnforgettaHomecoming, sets the mood of the
ble Fire "mellow" album comalbum . One of the band's favorite
pared to other U2 efforts. Granted,
images ('v\:'.ar and fighting) is still

a

prevalent. Lead singer Bono has
gained a very moody quality to his
voice. He does not shout at the listener. In the songs we get a sense
of tiredness with fighting. It gives
one the sense of being lost and
finding one's way back home.
A song with stronger feeling is
Pride (In the Name of Love). It is a
sort of rebel song. Its main message
is not to give up what you stand for,
even if it means death .
"They took your life, but they
could not take your pride." This
type of lyric is what sets U2 apart
from their contemporaries. It
would be easie"r for them to write
songs abbut love and girlfriends,

but then their songs would only be
one dimensional. It is good to
know a band can get a wide audi:.
ence and still sing what they feel
strongly about. Most listeners
might not be able to identify directly with what they are saying,
but at least they know it's more
than Hey, Baby, Let's Dance.
Aside from the band's excellent
musicianship, what makes The
Unforgettable Fire a good album
are the excellent production
values of Brian Eno. Without putting too much of his own influence
on the band he has made this
album U2's best sounding studio
effort.

Some listeners might miss the
raw sound that identified U2 in
their earlier days, but most will
agree that this album has an excellent sound to it. It is an album that
should be listened to and not just
heard.

Whittle
those hips
By Karen Wojtczak
Are you suffering from that post
Halloween party pudge? With Turkey Day only a week away, you
may also be suffering from the pre
holiday gobbles! While you are eagerly awaiting the big feast, you
might grow impatient and thus pig
out. This over indulging will cause
hippo-like bulging.
A good example of poor eating
habits are saddlebags . They are
found in the hip area near the derriere (appropriately named, because they are caused by eating
like a horse).
A good example of what happens when you don't exercise are
"love handles" (those little slabs of
flab hanging out on the sides of
your hips, inappropriately named
because they are not lovely at all).
In fact, they are unsightly.
Good news! You can unload
those saddlebags and sculpt away
those love handl'es, if you really
work at it. Do be realistic, however. Do not expect to see results
in a day. It took you a whole
lifetime to get this way, so stick to
i,t and keep whittling away those
inches every day.
Remember, a second on the lips
is forever on the hips!!

Hip/Saddlebag Firmer: Lie on
left side, supporting torso on left
forearm, right hand in front. Don't
lean forward. Bend right knee so
toes point behind you.

Keep torso up and still, use hip
muscles to lift right leg, keeping
right knee facing front. Lift and
lower five times. Switch sides and
repeat. Work up to 15 per side.

Hip/Love Handle Trimmer:
Keeping right knee facing front
(not up), firmly flex right foot,
pointing toes down.

g;;;
Slowly lower leg till toes just
touch instep or back of left foot.
Raise leg to A. Do five reps, switch
sides and repeat, lowering left leg
to meet right. Complete five reps
aga1n. Work up to 15 on each sidl..

The Indy wants
you to join the
Arts & Entertainment
Staff. Stop by C-119
for more info.
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Romeo Void: Using their instincts
sou nd, "It is a musical canvas , anyth ing we'd done. The words
By Kirsten Anderson
Kean College watch out! Romeo where insight and self-searching came directly from my heart
are matched by extroverted, urban through my voice without unVoid is coming.
necessary intellectualizing. "
rhythms."
San Francisco has brought us
With Instincts, Romeo Void
the Grateful Dead, Jefferson StarIn 1980 the band recorded It's a
ship [Airplane] . and Journey. Now Condition for 41 5 Records, a small explores the musica l spectrum,
that artsy city has given birth to yet Sa n Francisco label. This LP led to from A Girl in Trouble with its of'>another innovative and talented a tour as the opening act for such timistic view and melodic appeal,
band: Romeo Void. Just released is groups as U2 and the Psychedelic to the trademark dance rhythms of
their third album, Instincts, with its Furs. By the end of 1981, Romeo put On My Own'. Conti nu ing the
hit single A Girl In Trouble (Is a Void had risen from the obscurity tradition of Neve'r· Say Never, the
Temporary Thing). This LP sum- of a new-music act to claim a spot '. new LP flutters iri 'an emotional
marizes the accelerating, well - on the Top 10 lists of critics across 'storm front. The'r~'is also the title
track, Instincts, a touching ballad of
meshed style developed in their the nation .
, vulnerable love; and the moody
previous albums .
Up until the release of Instincts, jazz instrumental Going to Neon,
Romeo Void formed when lead
singer/lyricist Debora lyall met up Romeo Void may have been more composed by the album's producwith bassist/composer Frank Zin- well known for their 4-song EP er, David Kahne.
Romeo Void, with its unusual
cavage at the San Francisco Art In- Never Say Never. Produced by Ric
stitute. Shortly after their initial Ocasek of the Cars, the title tune sound and thoughtfu l lyrics, is one
collaboration, Debora and Frank was a dance floor success with its of today's more promising bands
added guitarist Peter Woods, who memorable chorus, "I might like with a definite future. They will be
performing here at Kean, on Monalso contributes songwriting skills, you better if we slept together."
saxophonist Benjamin Bossi and Not only did the dance clubs take day, November 19 in Wilkins
now a departed drummer. He was · notice, so did the record com- Theatre . Starting time is at 8:00
replaced by the current drummer, panies . For soon after, Romeo p.m ., and the opening band is the
Void got signed to Columbia Re- Del Lords. This show is being preAaron Smith.
cords
.
sented by CCB . Tickets are availIn the beginning, Romeo Void
was caught up in the New Wave/
Next came Benefactor, Romeo able at the Wilkins Theatre Box Ofpunk scene, but has since de- Void's second LP. Their rhythmic fice. For further information please
veloped their own trademark drive and no-nonsense lyrics car- contact the CCB office.
sound - jazzy, emotional, atmos- ried Romeo Void through 8-tracks.
pheric and sensual yet still hard Of the album Debora says, " Berocking. Debora says of thei r nefactor was more real to me than

.

Harry S. Truman: Plain Speaking

man home in Independence, Missouri and in the Oval Office of the
White House, where Truman discusses with characteristic candor
such legendary public figures as
WKNJ 90.3 FM, the Keon College
Richard M. Nixon, Dwight D.
Rodia Stotion, is holding o fundroising
Eisenhower, Joseph Kennedy,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Fidel Castro
corwosh.
and General Douglas Mac Arthur.
Ed Flanders stars in this one-man
He also expounds on some of the
Date:
Sundo_y, November 18
teleplay which uses Harry S. Trumore spectacular events in his
11,00 o.m.-4,00 p.m.
Time:
man's own words to create a warm
presidency such as his 1948 upset
and
colorful portrait of the former
victory over Governor Dewey in
Place:
Townle_y Bronch of the
President who, in the course of his
the Presidential election, his deciFronklin Stote Bonk
'. unusual career, ran the gamut from
sion to drop the atom bomb on
dirt farmer from President of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and his
Morris Avenue, Union
United States. Harry S. Twman :
firing of war hero General MacArPlain Speaking encores nationally
thur during the Korean War.
over PBS on Monday, November
Harry S. Truman: Plain Speak19 at 10 p.m., and locally on Thiring includes such memorable
teen on Wednesday, November
quotes from the former president
Harry S. Truman : Plain Speak- as:
28at 10p.m.
President Truman once de- ing is set in the library of the Tru" Nowadays they say dropping
the bombs on Japan was a mistake.
It wasn't. It ended the war in the
Pacific. If we'd had to invade
Japan, it would've cost up to a half
million boys, dead, a million
maimed for life. With the bombs,
we avoided that. I'd do it again tomorrow, if I had to."
"The lies we listened to from all
those lawyers with their ' Ha-vud'
accents . They didn't make any
bones about telling lies, and a lot
of people believed them . You
Two Lucky Wmners!
t•
dress a man up in a fancy suit and
give him a fancy accent and a lot
of people seem to think he has to
be telling the truth ."
1
"The other thing to keep in mind
C
I
I
Buy One, Get One Free
• / when you get to be President, there
are all these things, the honors, the
twenty-one-gun salutes, all that,
1
11 :
and it isn't for you . It's for the Presidency,
and you' ve got to keep
Redeemable now thru Sun., Nov. 18, 1984
I
I
I:
1 Redeemable Mon., Nov. 26 thru Sun., Dec. 2, 1984
yourself separate from that in your
1
00
mind."
The script gracefully weaves
Truman' s various political experi669 Route 1 and
I Drawing will be held at each location:
669 Route 1 and
I
ences with his personal life. Flan439 Morris Ave., in Elizabeth, N.J .
I
Saturday,
Dec
.
8,
1984
at
2
p.m.
439 M . A
. El ' b th NJ
I
ders' Truman calls upon a wide
Tastes too good to be cal led fast food .
I ·
I Tastes too
orris ve ., rn iza e • · ·
I
good to be called fast food .
range of emotion: the tenderness
Void where prohibited . Customer must pay applicable sales lax . I Name
Limit 1 per coupon, please. Not valid with other otters. Cash
Void where proh,bited. Customer must pay applicable sales tax . I
and love he had for his immediate
Limit 1 per co upon, please . Nol valid with oth er offers . Cash
value 1/60.
KC IAddress - - - - -- - - - -- - - - valu e t/60 .
KC I
family, the outrage he felt at Mac
Arthur, and his growing concern
Buy One, Get One Free
1 for, as he says in the teleplay, "the
average American."
st ate - - - Zip - - Harry S. Truman: Plain Speaking is made possible by grants from
Ford Motor Company and Ford
:fnt~ e~ l~~d lo one per -person per VISlt Contest open to all persons
I0
I
Aerospace
and Communications
1 Redeemable Mon., Nov. 19 thru Sun., Nov. 25, 1984 •~~~~~~?i~~ ~~~n~; ~1~~~~r!\:?~;, ~~re~1';.!/r~~· ):~~~~m~;;~1i~i ~1~s Redeemable Mon., Dec. 3 thru Sun., Dec. 9, 1984 I
Corporation; Domino's Pizza,
I
Offer valtd only at
I ~:~!e~I~~! ~grti~=~hby mail No substitutes wtll be made Prizes no~•
Offer valtd only at
I
Inc.; and Loral Corporation.
1 No purchase necessary to enter. You do not have to
Harry S. Truman: Plain SpeakI
~
I be present to win . Void where prohibited .
~
ing was produced by David
::
!>69 Rou!e 1 ~nd
:
669 Route 1 and
I Susskind and directed by Daniel
Petrie. The teleplay was written by
'I
439 Moms Ave., rn Elizabeth, N.J.
I
(1 block South of Newark Airport)
439 Morris Ave., in Elizabeth, N.J.
I
I
Tastes too good to be called fast food
Tastes too good to be called fast food .
Carol Soileski .
I Void where proh1b1ted Customer musl pay applicable sales lax I
Void where proh1b1ted Customer must pay applicable sales lax I
The coordinating producer for
I L1m1t 1 per coupon, please Not vahd with other offers Casi" I
Limit 1 per coupon please Not vahd with other otters Cash I
WNET/Thirteen is Yvonne Smith.
value 116
KC
(½ mile East of Kean College) KC value 1/60
,
KC
Jae Venza is executive producer.
"I was a dirt farmer. I was a
damn good dirt farmer . Seems to
me, you do what you have to do to
make a living. If it's not one thing
it's another. The measure of success is in how well you do it, not
in what it is you' re doing."
President Harry S. Truman

Ca,wash

The Cost is $3. 00 per car.
Please come, WKNJ needs your support

scribed himself as a "man who said
what he meant and meant what he
said ." Based on Merle Miller's
best-seller, this hour-long teleplay
depicts Truman at the age of 68 reflecting on his multi-faceted career
which ranged from farmer, haberdasher, United States Senator,
Vice President, and ultimately, to
President of the United States.
Flanders skillfully reproduces the
earthy humor and crusty integrity
that made Truman such a provocative public figure as he thinks back
on his timid childhood, his difficult
early years in Congress, his reluctant entry into the Vice Presidency,
and the events surrounding his
seven-and-a-half years in the
White House.

Rot, ~ . .~ of Elizabeth

,Win AFree Cabbage Patch o,o,n·

1· Fill in the entry blank and bring t? either location. xou rt~~~~
may be one of our
Each location ~
;·
~F
has a Cabbage Patch Doll to give away!

•Hot Topped Potatoes •Fresh Fried Chicken •Roast Beef •Salad Bar •Ham urge rs

Off
ENTRY BLANK
----------------~-------------------~---------------1
SO

'RoYRog erSOf El"izabet~ •
''WIN A f REE
CABBAGE PATCH KID" :

Bacon Cheeseburger :

°RoY~ :

..
:r----------------1
s1.oo off 8 pc. Chicken :city
•

I·:
I
•, I

I

.

$1.50 off 12 pc. Chicken •
or $2.50 off 20 pc. Chicken
0--...1 ~
•
~Y ' " ' ~

°

1

Quarter-Lb
Hamb urge;

•
:1

Rc,y'Rogers·

i

----------------~
Quarter-Lb.
Cheeseburger

:.
:

0--...1 ~
"
~Y ' " ' ~

:•

669 Route 1 North
4 3 9 MO rris Avenue

L----------------~--------------•---•------•---••----1

I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS/CLASSIFIEDS
English Depart.

Jump-A-Thon

The Cultural Arts Programming Board, in conjunction
with the English Department,
will present the late director
Francois Truffaut's film Stolen
Kisses Tuesday, November
27, 1984 at 1:40 and 7:30 p.m.
in the O'Meara Auditorium
(Hutchinson J-100). The public is welcome and admission
is free.
Vincent Canby, film critic of
the New York Times wrote that
"Everything Truffaut touches
seems to be spontaneously invested with the lyricism that
marks his greatest films. StoIan Kisses is one of his best:
strong, sweet, wise and often
explosively funny. Stolen Kisses is a movie I'll cherish for a
very long time, a lovely,
humanmovie."
Professors William Evans,
Leslie Okin and Sidney
Krueger of the English Department will discuss the film at the
7 :30 screening.
The final film in the Fall Foreign Film series will be Bread
and Chocolate directed by
Franco Brusati. It will be
shown on Tuesday, December 18, 1984.

Featuring the Rudy Walker Quartet:
Joe Ford .................. ....... .. . .· Reeds
Andy McCloud . ............ ..... ..... .. . ·sass
Steve Nelson ....... . ... .. .. . ...... . .. : Vibes
Rudy Walker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Drums

Council for
Pad-Time Students

Also Featuring
Junius Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Har:monica
Natural Blend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Singing Group
Halim Suliaman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poetry

Guest Artist: Andy Bey . . . . . . . . . . Vocalist

There will be a coffeehour
on Nov. 19 in the Bruce/Townsend and Hutchinson Lobbies
between the hours of 7-8. Free
refreshments are available to
all students.

Over the holidays, this customer service position would be ideal for students! We seek bright, articulate, and
energetic individuals who can handle
For more information call: 624-4690
heavy phone contact. Consider all
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 theseadvantages.

Student A Ctl•v,•t,•es

Art History Club

under th e supervision of Virginia Stotz. All members of the
The next meeting of the 84- college community are wel85 Carnival Committee will be come to participate in the
on November 16, 1984 at 2 events.

Carnival Committee

Sophomore/Freshman Invitational Luncheon

At this time a trip to the
Museum of Modern Art in New

Grub Street Writer

20 (which is sponsored by
FASA). A tour of th e Newark
Museum is the final trip scheduled for this semester followed
by a party in recognition of our .
graduating seniors.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 York is planned for November

~

...

for tickets & information
contact
Chris Cottle, Student Activities, 527-2044
or
Renee Walker, 399-8170

~~...

60 MINUTE PHOTO LABS
603 CHESTNUT STREET

to build

condition and

bridges of

those who

understanding

are able

between

bodied.

all persons

Tues.

those with
a handicapping

Att~ntlon Students. Earn extra
Christmas money for PIT, after
school, nights and weekends.
Easy telephone work and good
pay. Call Jay today 851-2422.
Spinners Plus, Music for all atfairs. Neil D'Andria (201) 2492420; Jack Hellman (201) 5459307; Rogers 51 o, 527-2837.
Computerized Resumes. Exclu-

Nov. 20, 1984
1-SPM

sively resumes and cover letters.
Free computer storage and update. 24· lb. classic laid paper.
Group discounts. Call 968-8780,
24 hr. a day, 654-5357 11 a.m.-7
p.m., Mr. Funes.
Wordprocesslng. Need assist-

ance with your term paper, dissertation, resume and covering letters? Wordprocessing is convenient, accurate and, often, the
most economical way. Contact
Legal Stylistics Wordprocessing
Service: 789-0750.
Help Wanted: Full and Part-time
days and evenings. Call Lucille at688-9718 between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m.
Rio Roma

1DD

DIAMOND
UNION, N.J.

Help Wanted: Part-time, hours
are flexible around classes. Must
also be available for weekend
work. Contact: Marie Phillips, Victoria's Secret, the Mall at Short
Hills, 379-2937.

November 1-25

"'~ v •

- -.-f-lL_!_,A_L__r1u-oJ-,....,,~ 12 fapooaces
sPE
13s
AsA 100

'(ii

ment? Get the facts today! Call 1312-742-1142.

A program designed

For the fastest and best photo ·
service in town ... Your choice of
glossy or matte finish at no extra
charge . . . Reprints done the
same day ... We print on Kodak
Paper ... All ASA speeds, 110 126 - 135 - DISC ,· All the same
low price . . . We ""'--

Sponsors a Bus Trip To

IMAGES OF THE
DISABLED

ZOOM
IN

PE2~po~~~(?~,ss

Is It true you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. govern-

I u.,
T
s·
ama rrant , O mg
Friday, December 7, 1984
Tickets $23.00 (Includes transportation)
Bus leaves WIikins Theatre,
Kean College 6:30 p.m.
Tickets on Sale

------------~

FILM
DEVELOPING

No experience needed-We'll train
• FullTimeorPartTime
• Flexible Hours
•$5perhour
• Friendly atmosphere
• FREE TRAVEL!
Presentations and interviews are held
every Saturday at 9:45 a.m., at PEOPLExpress, International Plaza Building, Fourth Floor, Routes 1 & 9 South ,
Newark,NJ.

Interfaith Ministries Inc.
M

Participation and involvement are greatly encouraged
for the fall activities and for the
planning of our spring events.
For more information contact
Virginia Stotz or Carla Lord .

1 HOUR

•

On Thursday, November 15, 1984, there will be a Sopho- Part-time positions are availmore/Freshman Invitational Luncheon honoring those stu- able with the Star Ledger in
dents who were identified as potential honor students at Kean Elizabeth,
Union,
Hillside,
College as based on their High School grades and ranking, Westfield and Scotch Plains, that
and SAT scores.
will easily fit into your schedule.
The Workshop Leaders will be: Dr. Mary Dean Dumais of You will work near your home as
. either a route driver or as a carrier
Summit, professor in the Early Childhood and Speech/Thea.
h
.
ter/Media Departments; and Dr. Robert Chasnoff of Westfield, supervisor ear1Y eac morning.
This a permanent position that reprofessor in the Instruction Curriculum and Administration De- quires a good car and the ability to
partment. Following the luncheon, the students will participate work with people. Become part of
in round table discussion groups to share the experiences they the larges circulation team in New
have had at Kean.
Jersey. Call 1-800-242-0850, toll
. Ninety-twostudentsliavebeeninvitedtoattend.
freeor877-4222.

1--------------------------1

P~m. in the Student Organization Conference Room. All are
welcome.

~
~ll

AIRLINE

There will be a meeting of 1---the Townsend Lecture Series
Commmittee on the Thursday,
November 15, 1984 at 3:00
Reminder To All Clubs and Organizaiions
p.m. In Downs Hall Meeting
If
you
have not already submitted an update on your organiRoom B. All are invited. Prozation, please do so before November 15. Please submit curgrams for the 1985-86
rent members, officers, advisor, and constitution. Return comacademic year will be displeted forms to the Office of Student Activities CC-143. If you
cussed. Your input is needed.
have any questions contact: Chris Cottle, ext. 2044 or Alison
Cianciolo, ext. 3099.

------------i

International Task Force (ITF)

of Keen College invites all Faculty, Administrators, International
Students to an Open House
(Wine & Cheese), Wednesday afternoon, December 5, 1984, 2
p.m.-4 p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room, Downs Hall. Refreshments served. Music and Dance
by John Valentine and Bill
Chaison. FREE FREE FREE.
Let's internationalize together.

Wednesday, November 21, 1984
4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
9 Lincoln Park West Off of Broad St.
Newark, N.J.
Donatlor,i: $5.00

1 - - - - - - - - - ----1
Townsend Lecture Series

Events
The Art History Club has set
its events for the fall semester
- - - - - - - - - - - - - l and has begun thinking about
Ski Club
possible spring activities along
Attention Skiers!
the lines of trips, lectures, and
Important Ski Club meeting Oth er re Iat ed events.
Nov. 27 at J-138, College
All Art HiStory Majors are
Hour. First Trip Dec. 2.
welcome to join the club which
Early sign up for trip in the is under the coordination of
College Center, Ski Table. Robin Lanzafama, Corinne
Hours: Mon-Fri 10-1 p.m. ·
Lippe, and Elaine Jervis,

Submissions for the Grub
•t
be'
Stree t 1M"er
are now
ing
accepted. Deadline: Dec. 14,
1984.
Prizes will be awarded for
the best Poetry, Short Story,
Essay and Use of t:iumor.
Submit to W-305. All work
must be typewritten. Please
include your name, address
and phone number.

· Classifieds

NEWARK SCHOOL PRESENTS
Jazz The Way "You" Like It, Part II

Jump-A-Thon, December 4,
1984, D'Angola Gym. SponI sored by Kean College Health,
Physical Education Students
in conjunction with the. American Heart Assocation. Get lnvolved. Contact the Physical
Education Department.

J-100

DISABLING IMAGES
Tuesday - November 20, 1984
Hutchinson Hall

1:00 J}m to 5:00 pm
J -100

A program designed to build bridi,!t'S of undC'rstanding bt'IWPt.'n all p(>r sons; thos(> wi 1h
a handica ppin~ <'ondition and thost• who are ahlr hodit>d.

Fine imported dress and casual
shoes for men and women. Come
in and see our new fall line,9f...
Women: Chinese Laundry,
Jazz, D. Evans, Danielle, Mia;
Men: Giorgio Brutini, Emilio
Franco, Hipoppotamus, Sweats,
Le Sport.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Located at 209 Broad St. in
Elizabeth.
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Darts Tournament

=

On Tuesday, October 16, the
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports conducted the first
special event of many to come.
The Darts Tournament, held in
Sloan Lounge of the College Center, had a preliminary round followed by a single elimination tournament. The final match of the
men's division included Janel
Melo and John Beloni . John Beloni
jumped to a 6-1 lead during the
first four innings. Janel Melo
looked to be coming back during
the seventh inning when, after
scoring 4 points, had pulled within
2 points to Beloni's 8 point score.
After the ninth inning, John Beloni
won 9-8.
The women 's division proved to
be just as interesting, between Sue
Mauer and Heather Redd . ~ue

creation Round
Flag Football Highlights
By Bob Brainard
Head Hunters dominate
The Panthers

The Kean College Intramural
Flag Football games of last Sunday
proved to be both energetic and
exciting. Even though the first
scheduled game was a victory for
the Chi brothers by forfeit, the remaining games were eventful.
During the second game, the Head
Hunters controlled the game with
a 20-0 lead over The Panthers in
the first half. The second half was
again dominated by the offense of
the Head Hunters, the final score
46-0. This blow out was due to the
scoring efforts of John Junket, Joe
McDonald, Troy Newland, Calvin
Lofton, Benny Smith, and T.J. Wal -

lace.
The final game held the surprise
of the day by marking a Nu Sigma
Phi victory over Sigma Beta Tau.
This aggressive 7-6 win ended
Phi's two year losing streak. The
scoring efforts were attributed to
Steve Hicks for the touchdown and
Dave Amatangelo for the extra
-point. Tau's only score in this head
to head confrontation was performed by Timmy Brennan. However, Tau's extra point attempt fell
short of completion, thus sealing
theirfate. .
The team captains are reminded
that schedules may be picked up in
Room 122 of the East Campus on
Tuesdays after 12:00 noon.

Team Name
1. Delta
2. Sigma Theta Chi
3. Head Hunters
4. The Panthers
5. Nu Sigma Phi
6. Sigma Beta Tau

Wins
5
5
4
3

Losses
0

Co-Rec Volleyball
The Intramural ·co-Rec VolSouthern Division teams that
leyball season is now half over. All
were victorious this week were :
teams still remaining have at least
New Stars over Bangers 15-10, 15started the second round of the . 6; Spikers over The New Comers
double round robin tournameryt. · 15-4, 15-7; ,:earn BONG over The
This week saw victories for the folHuey's by forfeit; Spikers over The
lowing teams of the Northern DiviHuey's by forfeit; New Stars over
sion: Sigma Beta Tau & Friends
The New Comers 17-19, 15- 11 ,
over Kamikazes 15-5, 15-13;
15-12; Maximus Volleyballus over
F.S.B.'s over Hurricanes II by forBangers 15-12, 15-9; New Stars
feit; Barbarians II over Bad Co. 15over Team BONG 15-5, 16-14;
11,
15-12; Bad Co. over
Bangers over The New Comers 15Kamikazes 15-4, 16-14; Barba12, 3-15, 15-10; Spikers over
rians II over Hurricane's II by forTeam BONG 15-2, 15-5; The New
feit; The "Old Stars" over F.S.B.'s
Comers over Maximus Volleybal10-15, 15-8, 15-11; Sigma Beta
lus 1 7-19, 15-11, 15-11 .
Tau & Friends over F.S. B.'s 15-0,
Team captains are reminded
15-4; The "Old Stars" over Sigma
that schedules may be picked up in
Beta Tau & Friends 15-2, 2-15 , 15Room 122 of the East Campus on
11 .
Fridays after 12 :00 noon.

Northern Division
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wins Losses Forfeits

The "Old Stars"
BadCo.
Barbarians II
Sigma Beta Tau & Friends
F.S .B. 's
Kamikazes

Southern Division
1. Spikers
2. Bangers .
3. Maximus Volleyballus
4. The New Comers
5. NewStars
6. Team BONG

9

8
8
7
7
4

1
2
2
1
4
6

1
0
0
0
1
0

1
2
2
6
5
5

1
0

'

8
7
6
6
5
3

Tennis Singles

The Ski Club is now preparing
, for their first trip to Hunter Mountain on Sunday, December 2.
There will be a meeting on Tuesday, November 27 in Room J-138,
Hutchinson Hall, at 1 :40-2:55
(College Hour) . At this time, persons interested in going on this trip
may sign up and leave a $5 .00 deposit. Additional details about the
trip will be discussed at this meeting.

Mauer took a 3-0 lead during the
first five innings. But in the sxith inning, Heather Redd tied it up 3-3 .
The remaining three innings were
suspenseful. The seventh inning
produced a 4-4 tie, and neither
contestant scored during the
eighth . It came down to the wire in
the ninth inning, Mauer failed to
score, and Redd's turn resulted in
a 1 point score. The final score 5-4,
Heather Redd the winner.
Both John Beloni and Heather
Redd were awarded an Intramural
Champion T-shirt and a Certificate
of Merit. Certificates of Merit were
awarded to Felix Melo and Sue
Mauer for second place, Scott
Halperin and Carmen Mendiola
for third place, and Felix Ocejo for
fourth place. Congratulations to
all.

Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
Division of Informal Recreation

NOTICE
The swimming pool at the East Campus will
be open from 1 :30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. on
Thursdays for the remainder of the
semester.

Slimastics

1
1
2
3
4

2
2
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0

0
0
0

Why pay to join a spa or fitness
center when Kean College offers
Slimnastics at no cost? Good question . The Slimnastics Club is open
to all Kean College students, facul ty and staff. So come, join the
club. It's so easy. Just show up in
comfortable clothing with a towel
over your arm . The Slimnastics
Club meets in CSW-1 18 on Monday 6-7 p.m ., Thursdays 8-9 p.m .,
and Saturdays 11-12 noon. Come
and discover a more beautiful you!
Take advantage- it's FREE!

Karate
The Karate Club, under the advisement of Sam Estrada, meets in
Room 1 29 of the East Campus on
Monday and Wednesday evenings
7:00-8:30 p.m. Mr. Estrada isa 4th
degree black belt, who started to
study at the age of 11 years. He has
studied Kenpo Karate in Pasadena,
California under the instruction of
Ed Parker . Additionally, he studied
in Hawaii under the foun·der of
Kenpo, William Chow. Mr. Estrada is also familiar with Sillum
Kung Fu and Wing Chun .
It must always be stressed that
no experience is necessary to join
the club. New members are always welcome. Come dressed in
comfortable clothing. Take advantage- it's FREE .

Chess
Every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon a small nucleus of students, faculty, and staff gather to
play chess. This is a great opportunity for interested persons to meet
others with similar interests to
learn, teach and enhance their
skills.
The Chess Club meets in Room
D-126 of the D' Angola Gymnasium, 1 :30-3 :30 p.m. The Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports provides four boards,
wbile some members do bring
their own. New members are welcome. And, even if you want to
learn to play chess, you are welcome. Take advantage-it's FREE .

Fencing

The Intramural Tennis Singles played out a three set match, with
Tournament came to an end, with Fred Munoz defeating Wally Katz
The newly formed Fencing Club
Fred Munoz coming out on _
top.
began meeting this month. The
1-6, 6-1, 7-5. Munoz expressed
The tournament included twenty that Katz was a tough comeptitor Club meets on Wednesday eve- participants that were placed in with a strong and steady game. The nings, 7:30-10:00 p.m . in Room
single elimination tournament. · Department of Intramural-Recrea- D-125 of the D' Angola Gym.
After two weeks of play and close tional Sports awarded Fred Munoz
The Fencing Club boasts an inmatches, the semi-finals pitted with an Intramural Champion T- teresting mixture of experience.
Fred Munoz to defeat Felix Ocejo shirt ;,nd a Certficiate of Merit. A · Some members have competed at
'6-2, 6-2, and Wally Katz to defeat Ce1
1te of Merit was awarded to various levels, including internaEvan Levine 6-1, 6-3. The final Wally Katz, Felix Ocejo, and Evan tionally. This is an eager group,
match brought Fred Munoz and Levine for second, third, and
ready to welcome new members.
Wally Katz head to head. On a fourth place, respectively. Con- No experience necessary. Take
beautiful afternoon, the two gratulations to all.
advantage - it's FREE.

Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Division of Informal Recreation

NOTICE
The recreational facilities -of the College will
close at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday, November
21 for the Thanksgiving Holiday. The facilities
will reopen on Monday, November 26.
Happy Thanksgiving

TURKEY 'tROT
Here's how to win a Thanksgiving Turkey!
The Seventh Annual 1.1 Mile
Turkey Trot, sponsored by the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, will be held on Tuesday, November 20. Participants
must register between 1 :40-2:00
p.m. in Room D-125 of the D' Angola Gymnasium . Following registration, there will be a meeting that
all participants must attend. All
participants shou!d come dressed
to run. The race will begin immediately following the meeting.
Both men's and women's divi-

sions are offered . The winners of'
each division will receive a 20pound turkey, an Intramural
Champion T-shirt, and a Certificate of Merit. Second place
finishers will receive a pumpkin
pie and a Certificate of Merit, and
third place finishers will receive
cranberry sauce and a Certificate
of Merit.
Information sheets and a map of
the race course are available in the
Office of the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, Room
122, East Campus.

DEPARTMENTOF INTRAMURALRECRE"ATIONA-L SPORT8
DIVISION OF :SPORT5 CLUBS

l<ARATE

CLUB

n10NOM ard ¼£.DNEWAY E.VENIN(:iS
1:00-e;<f) P.M.

PDOM 12.9
Ef.5T CAMM

NO EXPERIEr-cE IS
NECE.S~Y

COMFORTAlll. CLOTHINq
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SPORTS
Kea!} football ends the season with a 4-4-1 record
Let the record show that th e
next-to-last pl ay of the Kea n Co llege of New Jersey 1984 football
season was as crisp as any you'd
ever wa nt to see. A sharp pass,
over the middle, fo r about 15
yards. The blocki ng held, the pass
was fi ne and the recepti on good.
Thi s play was symbolic of a
good part of Kean's season.
Let the record al so show that the
last play was a botched play,
whi ch resulted in a turnover and
was symbol ic of the other part of
Kean's season.
Kean ra n hot and cold this year.
When the team was good, they
were very good - witness games
agai nst G lassboro State and W illiam Paterson. When th ey were
• bad or ever medioc re, they were
beated .

The team finished 4-4- 1.
With fo ur starting defensive
players out w ith injuries, Kea n lost
thei r fi nal game of the season to
W agner 40- 13 on Saturd ay (Nov .
10). Q ua rterback Anth ony Fischetti (M aplewood) ran in one
touchdown and passed to Kevi n
Forker (Ed ison) for the other. Kean
gave up 550 yards but got only 129
during the contest.
Andy Ford (Atlantic H igh lands),
Al Barsanti (O range), Richard
Howell (Brook lyn, NY) and Mitch
Sharp (Edison) were the players of
the week .
"Ford was probabl y ou r brightest spot offensively," head coach
Ji m Haz lett said . "He had the best
game of anybody on the fie ld as fa r
as bl ocking is concern ed . Andy always gives 100 percent. "
Barsanti pl ayed a du al role,

center and defensive down lineman. " He had an excellent day defe nsi vely and did an above average
job of blocking," H az lett said .
For the first time thi s year, the
team played man-to-man coverage on defense fo r most of th e
game, and Haz le tt said Howell
covered well throughout. "Rich
did a well-above average job,"
Hazlett sa id .
Sharp, w ho played defensive
end, sacked the quarterback and
was in on a number of other tackles. He also blocked a pu nt.
"The 4-4-1 is the best record
we've had in the past fi ve yea rs,"
Haz lett sa id . " I think we accompl ished two things. First, we had a
non-los ing season. And second,
we beat Glassboro fo r the first time
in the history of the school ."

Squires California bound By Danny McCormick
"California, here we come!"
That's the battle cry of the Kean
College men's soccer team as they
head out to sunny California to
meet Clairemont College in the
quarter-final round of the NCAA
soccer championship . The 17-2-1
Squires got there by winning the
NY-NJ-Penn .-Del. regional championships, beating Elizabethtown
College and the U . of Scranton last
week .
The first round of the regionals
was held here at Kean's D' Angola
field on Wednesday, November 7.
In the opening match, U . of Scranton handed Trenton State a 1-0
loss. Scranton 's Jeff Arestivo
scored the lone goal at 29 :25 in the
first half from Brian O'Callahan's
pass .
The Squires faced a 14-4-3
Elizabethtown
squad
from
Pennsy!vania in Wednesday's second game. The first thirty minutes
were uneventful , with no substan tial scoring threats from either
team . Then , the Squires woke up
and mounted an offensive when
Joe Anselmo picked up a loose ball
at Kean's 30 yard line and passed
it to Nick D'Ambrosio. D' Am brosio ran the ball up the middle
and touched it to Lucio Pannullo
who was cutting into the box from
the right. Pannullo hit a well placed cross tQ Marc Commandatore who·ran onto the ball from the
left and headed it in past Scranton
goalie Kevir:i MacKenzie at 34:08 .
- Commandatore cut. his ear on the
same play ·and left the game; he
later received stitches for the in- •
jury.
With the goal to spark them, the
Squires poured on the attack . Pannullo worked the ball through a
maze of Scranton's defenders and
passed the ball to Sabri Salhieh on
the far right. Salhieh crossed the
ball to Gerard Ryan who fired a
low shot that was finall y cleared .

Mintues later, Anselmo took a
hard shot from the right which was
hit out by Scranton for a corner
kick. Tom Braun's corner kick
sailed to the middle of the box
where Ryan's shot rebounded off a
defender and Salhieh's header was
saved .
The second half started off with
a bang for Kean. Only a minute
into the second half, D' Ambrosio
overlapped on the right and crossed the ball to the box for Braun .
Braun left the ball for Pannullo
who drilled it into the lower left
corner.
Minutes later, Ryan made a
break up the right wing and pushed
the ball into the box . Everton
Kameka took it and slammed a
high ball into the back of the net.

The Squires had a chance for a
fourth goal on a counter-attack
when co-captain Fred Napoli hustled the ball up the middle to
freshman Rick Krug who had a
dangerous shot for MacKenzie to
save.

Elizabethtown had scoring opportunities as well. Chris O ' Brien,
Kean goalie, had to make a diving
save on E-town 's Brian Diezel.
Kean's freshman keeper, Angelo
Vayas, came up a fine save against
Shannon Perry . Between them ,
Vayas and O ' Brien, made five
saves while Kevin MacKenzie had
six for E-town.
A yellow caution·card was given
out to Fred Napoli for dangerous
play and a red -ejection card was
given to Gerard Ryan for unsportsmanlike
conduct.
Elizabethtown's Donald Haughton
was also given a yellow card.
The survivors of the first round,
Kean and Scranton, met for the regional finals at Kean on Saturday,
November 10.
The Squired came out strong
and had several good chances in
the scoreless first half. D' Ambrosio

p oto courtesy Public Information

Everton Karneka scored the winning goal against U. of Scranton in
Saturday's Regional Championship game.

worked the ball through Scranton 's
defense to Pannullo on the right
wing. Pannullo crossed the ball to
Commandatore who volleyed it
over the top.
Commandatore made another
dangerous shot that Scranton
goalie Kevin Ferrari had to touch
over the crossbar.
Everton Kameka was in position
to volley in Braun's corner kick but
fired it over the top.
Before the end of the first half,
Braun had a point blank shot that
Ferrari saved .
A tight Kean defense of Jorge
Ramos, Jim Defino, An selmo and
Napoli kept Scranton to only one
shot in the first half.
The Squires went ahead only a
minute into the second half.
Kean's Jimmy Ryan was taken
down outside Scranton's box by
Scott Hirst. D' Ambrosio took a free
kick whi ch deflected off a denfen- .
der and Kameka picked it up and
blasted it into the upper left-hand
corner.
The Squires kept pouring on the
pressure. Ryan worked the ball to
D' Ambrosio whose shot hit a defender. Commandatore hit the rebound just wide .
With about seven minutes left in
the game, a fight broke out between two opposing players. This
led to an all-out melee, with fans
clearing the stands. and jumping
into a sea of white and bh:1e jerseys . After about ten minµtes, the
referees regaine<f control' and .
when the smoke cleared·; four
players were thrown out of the
game. Jeff Arestivo and Mike Commesso got.b90ted out for Scranton ;
Jim Ryan and Michael Brandell
were red-carded for Kean . Ryan
and Brandell will have to sit out the
next game.
The remainder of the game was
played with only nine players for
each team . Scranton had its best
opportunities in these last few minutes and very nearl y ti ed up the
game. With only ten seconds left in
the game, Scranton's Da n D iceanu
picked up a poorl y cleared ball
and shot at the open Kean net, hitting the crossbar and mi ssing a
goal by centimeters.
The victory dropped Scranton to
a fi nal record of 18-4-1 and improved Kean's to 17-2- 1, the bes
ever for the Squi res. The regional
championship, also a first for the
Squ ifes, eluded them last year
w hen they lost to the U. of N .C.
Greensboro, 1-0. Now they head
out to Ca lifo rn ia to play San
D iego's Cla iremont Col lege, winner of the Far W est-Mid W est regional championship. The game is
Sunday, November 18. The win ner of this match up will qualify for
the fin al four round .

photo courtesy of Public Information

Quarterback Anthony Fischetti makes the final pass of the season
in Saturday's game against Wagner.

Seven more join the ranks
ofthe Hall ofFame
Seven former athletes will be in- school, wh ich w as then ca lled
ducted into the Kean College Hall Newark State College, and was
of Fame Nov. 18. The sportsmen, onl y able to play two-and-a-half
whose athletic ca reers ranged from years, he still managed to score
the middl e 1930s to 1975, will be more than 1,000 points and grab
inducted at a luncheon at Downs more than 1,000 rebounds on the
Hall , Kean College, Uni on at basketball court. He wa s also an
noon.
excellent defender, blocking 208
Tickets are $11 .
shots. Boff graduated in 1969.
These are all people who have
George Gilcrest, of Roselle, is
distinguished themselves through another 1,000 point scorer who is
sustained athletic performance or being honored . Gilcrest, who
individual . achievement," sa id graduated in 1970, w as on the All Robert Fridl ington, the chairman Conference team his senior year.
of the Hall of Fame Comm ittee. "He wa s as fine a basketball player
"The essential is thei r athletic per- as th e College has had during my
formance, but they must have time here," sa id Hawley W atergraduated and there is a consider- man, athletic director.
ation given to off-the-field deSteve Zamek, who lives near
meanor as well. "
Neshanic, NJ, was an outstanding
ArthurC. "Cap" Wenzel , ofWil - football and lacrosse player. He
low Grove, Pa ., graduated in was the leader of the football de1937. He excelled on the basket- fense and is regarded as the best
ball court, where his speciality was misdfielder ever to play lacrosse at
rebounding.
the school. He graduated in 19.74 .
Robert Sal kin , of Li vingston,
Kathy Matthews, of Piscataway,
was graduated in 1941 , was also a was a superb all-around athlete.
basketball star. In his senior year, She is best remembered as a softhe led his team in scoring.
ball pitcher - "the best softball
Another· basketball standout pitcher who ever played for this
who will be honored is Ernie Fri no, college, " according to Pat Hanof Union, who graduated in 1946. nisch , the associate cl.rector of ath··frino scored 1, 100 points in his- letics. B.ut Matthews also excelled
· career. His former coach calls in basketball and tenni s. She is a
Fri no "our Larry Bird ."
1975 cum laude graduate.
While Frederic Boff, of Berkeley
For more information, contact
Heights, transferred into the Hawley Waterman at 52 7-2435 .

Kean College of New Jersey
1984-85 Women's Swimming Schedule
Day

Date

Opponent

Site

Thu r
11 /29 MerchantMari ne
A
Sat
12/1
Stony Brook
A
Sat
12/8
M ontcla ir State*
H
W ed
12/12 W ill iam Paterson*
A
Fri
1/1 1/85 Broo kl yn
H
Tues
1/15
St. Peter's
H
Sat
1/19.
Trenton State*/Col um bia H
Tues
1/ 22
Seton Ha ll
A
Sat
l /26
Monmouth
H
Wed
1/3 0
College of New Roche ll e A
Tues
2/5
Glassboro
A
Fri/Sat 2/8-9
NJAIAW Championship A
Fri
2/15
Queens
A
Wed
2/13
East Stroudsburg
H
Head Coac h: Mary E. Barnard
Ass istant Coach: Jim Schmid t
Manager: Jeni Power
Captain : Ka teSuga meli
Co-Captain: Karen Kopec

Time

7: 30 pm
2: 00pm
2:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
2:00pm
6:00 pm
2:00 pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
TBA
6:00 pm
6:00pm

